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Craig, Sondra

From: Nicole Roberts <njroberts007@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 8, 2023 4:37 PM
To: ZZ Council Members
Subject: STR letter about ordinances

*** CAUTION: This email originated from an external sender. DO NOT click links or open attachments unless you recognize the 
sender and know the content is safe. ***  

 
Good afternoon La Crosse city council members,  
 
I have attached a video to show the harassment that we have received by Sue regarding our STR. Please watch until the 
end. It shows how Sue is willing to have other people park in front of her house, but has an issue with us because we 
have a STR.  
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It is easy to say one thing and do another, which has unfortunately been the case with the Leinfelder's! We have 
messages from our guests explaining the interactions they have had with Sue and they are not nice, despite her saying 
she asked nicely, we have proof she didn't (text exchange between my husband and our guests). 
 
We purchased the home in La Crosse because I am from there and wanted more space to stay when we visit family and 
friends. We also spoke with all the neighbors in our surrounding neighborhood and explained our plans to do an STR 
while we were not staying at the house. There wasn't any negativity about it from anyone and we have had Sue and 
Joe's family stay as well as multiple stays by another neighbor on Zephyr Circle. We have been nothing but nice and 
respectful to our neighbors, but sadly haven't had the same in return from the Leinfelder's. 
 
They contunue to complain about the garbage, but you can even hear Sue say they don't put it there anymore. If the 
guest (or who knows maybe the Leinfelders moved it themselves just to call and complain) moved the garbage to drive 
out of the driveway it is clear our guests are parking in the driveway and the garbage issue has been corrected after it 
happening a single time (if it even did). There was an issue with the garbage pick-up changing times and our cleaning 
staff did everything in their power to get the garbage picked up (shown in text corresponences).  
 
We have had two or three guests park in front of the back side of the Leinfelfer's property and heard about it right away. 
One guest was unloading and then moved the car within less than a hour and aother guest had to leave for a fishing 
tournament and the car stayed there longer, but as soon as they returned moved it upon our request. We also have a 
message in our instrucions to not park in front of the Leinfeldaer's property.  
 
When the Leinfelder's family stayed with us our cleaning staff went into clean and discovered that they had left the 
water in the bathroom on fullblast for the two days after they checked out. I am not sure if this was an accident or a 
malisous move by the Leinfelder's. I hope it was an accident, but with all that has been said to us and done by them I 
can't say for sure! 
 
Besides this we have had amazing guests and are looking forward to our next visit to La Crosse! 
 
Again, doing what we can to create harmony within our abilities. 
 
I will be sending subsequent emails of conversation exchanges between Sue Leinfelder and my husband. 

 Some people who received this message don't often get email from njroberts007@gmail.com. Learn why this is important  
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We are doing the right thing while being subject to harassment, rude and disrespectful behavior. 
 
With appreciation, 
 
Nicole Roberts 












































































